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UNIQUE BIRD TAPE ART NOW AT THE VIRGINIA ZOO 
 

NORFOLK, Va. – Volunteer artists are helping reduce the risk of birds flying into animal exhibit 

windows at the Virginia Zoo. 

 

Three area volunteer artists, Jacqueline Ehle Inglefield, Lizz Klaras and Molly Lombard, were 

selected for the project and created unique works of art using reflective bird tape at the Zoo’s 

tiger pool and otter-gibbon viewing areas. 

 

The Virginia Zoo has been working with Old Dominion University to study how different patterns 

of bird tape can affect bird strikes on large windows. As an additional project, the Zoo's 

executive director, Greg Bockheim, wanted to see how the bird tape might be used to create art. 

 

"Birds can't see glass, so they can fly into windows and sometimes they are seriously injured or 

die," said Bockheim. "Conservation is one of our core missions, so we wanted to learn how bird 

tape might help prevent bird strikes, but we also wanted something visitors would find visually 

stimulating, so they might want to learn more about protecting birds at home." 

 

Visitors can see the bird tape art, along with patterns from the ODU study, now through the end 

of November. All the bird tape will be removed at the end of the month, when the ODU study 

and the migration period of the subject bird species, the yellow-rumped warbler, ends. 

 

More about bird tape can be found at www.abcbirdtape.org. More information about the 

participating artists is available at www.jackieehle.com, www.lizzklaras.showitsite.com and 

www.mollylombardart.com.  
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Bird tape art by Molly Lombard at the Virginia Zoo’s tiger pool viewing area, Nov. 18, 2013 
(Virginia Zoo photo by Winfield Danielson). 
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Bird tape art by Lizz Klaras at the Virginia Zoo’s otter-gibbon habitat, Nov. 18, 2013 (Virginia Zoo 
photo by Winfield Danielson). 
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Bird tape art by Jacqueline Ehle Inglefield at the Virginia Zoo’s otter-gibbon habitat, Nov. 18, 2013 
(Virginia Zoo photo by Winfield Danielson). 
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